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In our former paper [2] we got a result on the minimum problem of 
subharmonic function. The purpose of this paper is to extend this result. 
Let U denote a c10sed disc and ti告U(i= 1 ，……的 and1うεUbe n fixed 
and amoving point， respectively. We consider the following function 
1. 
F，(戸)zJ L--4--L-J当面;α-f1lz-zz|α (a> 0)， 
where Tlうi denotes the distance between T and t; and z and Zi repr邑sentcornplex 
numbers corresponding to T and jうi.Since each tenn of (1 ) is an absolute value of 
the regular function.， it is obvious that Fη(t) is subharrnonic in U.明Tegavεthe result 
about the minirnum of (1) in the case that Ci= 3 and n points are Iocated in th色
special situations ([ 1]). Here we tr悶 tsuch sirnilar problem in the casεof any 
number a (> 0) with sorne condition. 
? ? ????、 、
Let Do，o be a closed unit disc b心undedby the unit circle Co，o晒 Nextwe describe 
the six circles Chi， (jl= 1，'.，6) with equal radii 1. so that C1山 (jl=1，…， 6) are 
tangent externally with each other around Co，o and hence the segments， which join the 
-centers of Cj，i> succεssively， constitute a regular hexagon Rb where the center of Cb1 
一hasthe coordinate (2，0) with resp色ctto rectangular coordinate system. Further we 
d田cribethe twelve circles C2，j2 (j2= 1，2，…，12) with εqual radii 1 so that C2山 (j2=
1，2，…，12) are tangent externally with each other around C1，u and hence the segments， 
which join the centers of C2j， successively， constitute a regular hexagon R2， where 
~the center of C2'1 has the coordinate (ム0).We continue such procedure by turns。
Generally， we describe the 613 circles Cり Jη (j，も=1，2.…，6n)with equal radii 1 so that 
-Cnin (j，=1，2，・.，61め aretangent external1y with each othe1' a1'ound C，パリト1and 
Problem 2. 
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hence the segments， which join the centers of Cn>in successively， constitute a regualr 
hexagon Rn， where the center of C川 1has the coordinate (2n，O). It is obvious that the 
total number of circ1es Co，o and Cidi (i=I，2，…，n; jiロ 1，2，…，6i) is equal to 3n(n+ 1) 
+ l.Let us denote the center of Ci.i・byZi，i・Letp be a moving point in Do，o， 





Our probler佃niおStlωo determine the point at which Fn(収z)attains its minimum加nDo，o叫0
This problem 00∞Cαure吋di加nthe investigation whether there exist or not Klei加niangroups 
( 3、
whose singular sets have positive (~j-dimensional measure ([ 1 ]). ln the case of 
¥ 2 / 
d=3 in (2) we have already solved this problem in [2]. With回merestriction 












Now we shall give the main theorem. 





?。?(;)α+ 3 〉(3 ) 
is satisfied， then Fn(z) attains its minimum at the origin. 
For the proof we prepare the following theorem as lemma. 
π 
THEOREM B. Let P1=P(I，7C)， P2=P(I，-3)and 九=P(l，3) oe fixed points on 
the unit circle I zI =1 in the comρlex z-plane， and P=P(r，(}) be a moving point on the 
fixed closed disc U R : I zI豆R (孟 (3+干/τ)/2)，ω'here(r，(}) denotes the polar 
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(2j-5) ~; 
Zj=e 3 ， (j口1，2，3)ん(P)=z-i一口三一一一1=1 PF写a 1=1 ¥Z-Zj¥α (4) 
a 
attains its minimum 3 at the origin C when 
a 
3く (R+1)ーα+2 (RLR+ 1) 2， or 
tお minimum(R+ 1 )ーα+2 (RLR+ 1) 2 at Qj (j=1，2，3) when 3 >(R+ 1)ーα+2
a 
(R2_R+ 1 )一宮， ωherePPj (j=1，2，3) denotes the the distance oetween P ano Pj 
and Z andzi rゆ'resentcomPlex numoers corresponding to P and Pj and Qi (j=1，2.3) 
is the intersectng point of the circumference of U R with the extension of the line 
segment PjC toward the center C of UR (see Fig. 1 ).
4. Proof of TBEOREM A 
Suppose伽 tTHEOREM B回tablishes.We put R= ~ in THEOREM B. Then it im・
-~ (2¥α/2Y3¥α1 
plies that (R+ 1 )一α+2 (RLR+ 1) 2 =は)+ 2(一γ). Take a positive number 
( 2 ¥a， ，，( 2 Y3¥a a such that Iτ)+2(~~一一 1 > 3 . Then for such a THEOREM A is easily proved 
from THEOREM B. For the function (2) is decomposed into pieces consisting of three 
terms， each of which corresponds to centers of three circ1es so that such centers are 
vertices of a equilateral triangle with centroid at the origin C. We can apply THEOREM 
B to each piece， since we can consider that the distances from the origin to the fixed 
points and the radius of U R in THEOREM B are relative. 
Therefore if each piece attains its minimum at the origin， then 
seen that the Sl!1Il of pieces attains also its minimum at the origin. 
it lS easily 
REMARK. We shall investigate the condition (3) of THEOREM A. We know 
/ 2 ¥a. ~ f 2下!3¥aeasily that (τ1+2{-=-τ一一 isgreater or smaller than 3 when a is 1.5 or 
い J 、(2 ¥α f 2 Y3¥α 
Hence a root of th dh the叩 ationl計十 2l一γr= 3 is in the interval (1， 1. 5). 
If a is any positive number greater than or equal to 1.5， THEOREM A establishes. 
5. LEMMAS for the proof of TBEOREM B 




Let ρ(> 0) and (}o (這 0)be fixed numoers satisfying the following 
o ~玉 p cos 80~玉
Consider the functionザ 8g(8)ロ {p-cos(8+0o)}{ρ一cos(O-80)}. Then g(8) takes iお
maximum at ()= 0， that is， max g(8)ロ g(0)， if 
)81手81
( 6 ) ¥8¥ ~ 81(ρ) ¥cos-1( 2 P cos 80- 1) ¥. 
Pr∞f. Consideering the difference 
g(O)-g(8) = (1ーC倒的 {cos8ー (2ρcos80- 1 )}，
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Vife can ea巴ilyprQve this lemma. 
FOT thεlatεr use Vife shall giv巴 someremad弘
:rc 一 一-
REMARK Put . and p = (げも/3+11 31め/2. H we SlJppOSe that j主計
三 3 ゎ then 'i河川 obtain from (6 
( 7 ) 
r2-2r~;-→ 3 
cos 一一ーでア一一一一r 
REMARK Oi) 0 Put 与andρベ1
ミ3
81~主 3 1s the following 
2. Then the sufficient condition for 
8 ざ r云 L竺 V5) 
2 
LEMMA 2. The 
9 ) 寸){( 2 si 卜ー 2 }， 。)
zs in 0くごOくとπal&dta.kes its min.i倒的側d'wuz:x:i倒的。 抑制。=4
and (}= :rc門的く;〉， 説Ihere is th value 
on a。
Proof. Defferentia ting vifith respect to (}， we obtain 
{2 c州+号)(2 sin町内-l}
71: 
Since ihe factor a sinOH ({) I 2 sinαH 1S positive in the o! 
coincides with one of =2cos 〈0+;)〈2sin 1， that 
戸
]， 0く8<6πφ




h/(s) 2 (α+ 2 (2 sin ( _~~， " " ，:r;¥， 1'3 a 2 ()十一)+一一一一-L6 ・2 (ぴート 2)J 0 
/γ a _v 3 Since ト一一一一九 for 0 くぴ〈∞，口o(。¥2 (削-2) --..-2-
(}Iネ and which satisfy the inequalities : 
has only two roots 
fくげくf，π3 2<1J宮市く否拡 s
It i.s obvious that 
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h1' (0) = 0 
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(12) 




ht( ~) = 0 ht'(す)>0 
ム(8)くoi寸く Oく号π.
Then we have the following table : 
。 。 '" 6 01* 。* π s O2* 
h氏。〉 。 + 。 。
Sign (h1(17) 。 + 。
where 
(13) f くけく 8*く号く 82*くミπ




6. Proof of THEOREM B 
Now let us prove THEOREM B. From the symmetricity of the figure (Fig. 1)， it
is enough to prove the theorem in the c10sed sector D bounded by two line segments 
〆'ー¥
CQt and CQs' and a circular arc Q1QS'， respectively. 
The proof is divideded into two parts (1) and (11). 
( 1 ) At first we shall show the minimum of f，α( P) lies on the line segment 
CQ1・
6.1. The case R孟 SY2.
Let us take P1 as the pole of polar coordinate system and denote the coordinates 
of九九 andP by (y王-f)，(げ，号)and (r，8)， respectively. Let r ( 1 孟r~R)
be fixed. Putting gl (8) = (PP2・豆PS)2，we obtain easily 
(14) 
gl(8) = {r2+ 3 -2バ T州 8+号)}{r2+3-2げ r州 8-~)} 
= (2ν3r)2{ρー ω(8+わ}{P一州O-f))，
where ρ= (r/y 3 +下13/r)/ 2 • 
Take a point P in D and rotate the radius vector広予 aroundthe pole P1 and 
ーー トー
denote by P' the intersecting point of P1P with the line segment CQs'. Denoting by 
一ー一歩' 一ー一歩p
82(r) the argument of the radius vector P1P' that is， the angle which P1P' and the 
polar contain， we obtain 
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cos (}O) 口 3+下I4 :v2士吉
“ 41' 
B問 L悶 fromthe n血 ofsi田 81叫iπ)、u If 
ロ 811(ト+ we have cos f}2= ( :3士
4 and 明re 呂eeeasily that () 
moves from竺 to 王 forcosf)ニ=げ3 -- 2 、
-vす子百ご I4 r and on the other 
hand from 0 to ~ for cos ()= ( 3 + 
下/41，2-す 4r when r varies from 1 
to下/玄す).
Then it holds from C 7) in REMARK 
三Rthat 




and the assUl孔ption :;玉ア
Cつs β 3+/4子宮ご3 1"2-2 r+ 3 '"1 一 一一ー一一一一一一一一一一一一一-
u 一ーコ '1" 2 r 
(と土)32ニ立二1)3}一九円
2ケー 1)叫-/4:vL 3-トけと U
Since {)z is less than :， we obtain from 
o ~玉九三五 Ð ， ・
Thus we havεfrom (14λand LEMMム 1
( lnax • PPa)2 ma叉 =glCO). 
。三辺三玉O2 。三三8;玉1J2
Therefore vve could proved that holds in the dosed domain D' = DnK(P1> 
where !( 1 -トS下/豆一) denotes the c10sed disc 01 radius 1 with 
center at P1' 
3ム1/民6. 2. The case すく Rく -jL-
1n this case we take C as the pole. Then 1，2，3) and P have the following 
polar coorcIInates (1， (2 k-ト1)π/3) (lz= 1 ，2，3) and rεspectively (Fig，3)。











Let r (3v' 2くr-;玉R)be fixed. Putting g2 (fJ) = (PP2 •PPa)2， we have 
r、
g2(fJ)ロヤ2+1 -2 rcos (fJ十百)}{r2十1-2 r cos (0-3)} 
(19) 
= (2 r)2{p-cos (fJ+ ~)} {ρ-cos (fJーす}，
where ρ= ( l/r+め/2.
Now we want to get the su日ICIentcondition for fJ 1 defined in LEMMA 1 to be 
greater than t.If such c側 itionis g蹴 n，仇(fJ) in (19) takes its 悶 X沿i
fJ = 0 under this condi伽Itis obvious伽 t3く fJ1 is equivalent to cos fJ I = 2ρcos; 
7r: 
-1くmf-Since ρ= (1/山つ/2，we have 
1 / 1
2 (子十r)-1く 2






which is the desired condition (see REMARK (ii) in No. 5). 
Suppose出at(3一〆5)/2<3川 <r豆 R<(3十円〉/2 Then we get fくん
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1 +2r cos 8， 
=g2( 0) 0 
PP12 attains its maximum on the Hne sεgm巴nt for fixεd "0 
6.3. Ar:ranging the results and we can see that PPl and 
ppz.豆PSattains their maximums on the 1ine segment CQl in both cases 6.1 and 6.2， 
aspectively. 
If P1 or C is taken as the pole to the cases 6.1 and 6.2， and r is fixed， 
then is written in the from of the function of (j， tha j日(P) Hence 
we have from LEMMA 1 the following inequality : 
。〉ミminF(())ミ;;;min(PP!)一α
e () 
三三豆町〉一α十 2 豆民@。 。
。 -'_ 'J 1- "' 






where max and min mean the maximum and minimum in 0手。壬云 or(l孟 9孟
(} (} 
to 6.1 or 6.2 and 0 denotes theηt on the line segmen土CQlo
Si1.lce PPz=P凡， if P moves叩 theline seg:Elent CQb it holds 
a 
.2百)]52φ 訂 2α+{Pτ0). Ps}一α
日nd11εnce from and 
(25) 0)ミ ωin 与; 0 )π
Thus we could Drove that 
attalns its minimum on 
the line segment 
'i. CU) N'ext we sha11 prove 
that the functi.onαtakes its 
minim.um at the POint C and its 
maximum at somεpoint p* on 
the line segment CQ;， when P 
moves on the half linεfrom P， 
to the direction of C 
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which two sides P1P3 and PP3 contain (Fig.4). 
It is easily found from the rule of sine that 
(26) 
Then we have 
(27) 
討n8 討n(3z-0〉州芸〉
- ー =一一一一 (0< 8 < -6") PP~ 一下/3 PPS 
2sin (0+JL)1 
v一(=τ吉言ア). V3 ，-PP2 
(1 討 (8+す〉
ヲ事了=下13sin 8 
Thus the function jα(P) is written in the following form : 
/a(P) = (ム)αsinα(8+す){( 2 sin 8)ーα+2} V3 
By uSing h(8) in LEMMA 2 we have 
ん(P)=咋)ah(8) 
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Hence from the resu1t of LEMMA we can conc1ude that t.α(P) takes its minimun 3 at 
pzC when ois i and its maximum at P=P* when 8 is 8ホ.It is obvious that 
α 
fα(P) takes the boundary value (R + 1 )一α+2 (RLR+ 1 )-2 at three points Qk 
(k=1.2.3) on the circumference of UR (Fig. 1 ).Therefore t.α(P) attains its minimum 
a 
3 at the origin C when 3く(R+1)一α+2 (RLR+ 1 ) -2， or its minimum(R+ 1 )一α
a a 
+ 2 (RLR+ 1 ) -2 at Qi (j=1.2.3) when 3> (R+ 1 )一α+2 (RLR+ 1 )-2 in the 
c10sed disc UR: Izl 三五 R (孟(3+も1"5)/2).Thus our proof is completed. 
(1) 
(2) 
q. e. d. 
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